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ABSTRACT
How do we interpret the experiences of women in the agricultural settlement of the prairie west, 1870-1925? Historians traditionally have focused either on the region's "frontier equality" or, conversely, on its distinctive gender inequities. This article reviews those two interpretive frameworks, then considers how new research on women's involvement in the market economy and in the colonization process provides a new lens through which to evaluate gender relations in the region.

RÉSUMÉ
Comment interprétons-nous les expériences des femmes durant le développement agricole de l'ouest des prairies, de 1870 à 1925? Les historiens traditionnellement se sont concentrés soit sur "l'égalité de la frontière" de la région, ou inversement, sur ses iniquités distinctives entre les sexes.

For historians of prairie women, region and place have been critical categories of scholarly analysis. While it is true that, over time, Canadian women's history has offered a more regionally balanced corpus of feminist scholarship than our American counterparts, studies of Prairie women have been particularly attentive to how regional traditions and economies constituted women's experiences and consciousness. Like western Canadian historians more generally, feminist scholars have acknowledged that "the west" as a place was not just the backdrop for historical events, but an historical force in itself.1

This essay seeks to explore how historians have conceptualized the relationship of gender and region in the three prairie provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. The focus on rural women in the era of agricultural settlement (1870-1925) reflects the preponderance of research that has been generated on the "pioneer" women who helped establish agricultural communities. This focus necessarily excludes urban women, about whom we need to know more, and rural women in the post-1925 years when agricultural communities were well-established. But the emphasis on the first generations of female agriculturalists does permit a careful examination of the dominant interpretive frameworks used to analyze Prairie women's lives, that of "frontier equality" and of "frontier inequities." This essay first reviews those two paradigms, then considers how Prairie women's engagement in the market economy intersected with their roles as agents of whiteness and colonialism. To illustrate the ways that regional identities were wrought by differences of class, race, and imperialism, as well as gender, this essay draws both on the existing secondary literature and on my own recent research addressing women, land and markets in southwestern Manitoba. While I make no claim for the representative nature of Manitoba's southwest farming district, the locally-based evidence suggests how we can complicate our understanding of women's place within the histories of settlement and colonization.

By the late nineteenth century, the northwest interior of Canada - the territory bounded by the 49th parallel on the south, the Rocky Mountains on the west, and the Canadian shield at the north and east - was undergoing a profound transformation as the fur trade economy was supplanted by an agricultural one, eventually dominated by "King Wheat." Like the American west and the Australian "frontier," the Canadian west was heralded as the "Last Best West," the "final frontier" of "free" lands available for the establishment of agricultural settlement. This
language of a new frontier served to mask the long history of colonization, extending back into the seventeenth century when the first European fur traders took up permanent residence on the Hudson Bay. Colonial relations "on the ground" were cemented and to a large degree shaped by a complex process of intermarriage between European men and First Nations women and the subsequent creation of mixed blood or Métis societies. When the fur trade began its decline in the mid-nineteenth century, not only Aboriginal culture but also Métis culture had to be dislodged in order to make way for agricultural settlement. In the 1870s through 1890s the federal government's land legislation (Dominion Lands Act of 1872), treaties with Aboriginal people, and an aggressive new immigration policy combined to bring the prairie west into Confederation, economically and socially as well as politically. Only the "Second Riel Rebellion" of 1885, in which Métis resistance to Canadian annexation was defeated, disrupted the smooth transition from resource to agricultural frontier. By 1914 the prairie west was a multi-ethnic region, the breadbasket of the British empire.

The drama of this transformation was not lost on women's historians. As early as 1923, W.J. Healy's Women of Red River: Being a Book Written from the Recollections of Women Surviving from the Red River Era (published by the Canadian Women's Club) claimed that in the 1870s "the women were increasing in number year by year, and gave proof of the earnestness of their desire for the betterment of the conditions of life and contributed their full share of endurance, courage and optimism to the work of Western progress. The pioneer women of Manitoba hold an important place in Canadian history. No record of our country's past will be of greater interest or more inspiring than the record of their lives..." Subsequent authors concurred that women played key roles in the assertion of agricultural settlement in the west, but substantial disagreement has emerged over how to conceptualize the relative position of women in the region. Was the west "good" for women?

For some researchers, the answer is yes. Echoing Turner's theme of frontier equality, various authors have claimed that because homesteading was so difficult, and because homesteads so often failed, the work of women was vital. That bachelors failed to "prove up" their homesteads more frequently than did married men, stood for some as testimony to the value of women's work. The many opportunities for economic advancement and community life, Susan Sundberg has argued, prompted many women to encourage their families to move west, and indeed many women initiated the move themselves. Arguing against the interpretation that prairie women were reluctant pioneers or subordinate helpmates, Sundberg claims that "viewed as ancillary to the work of farm men, our conception of prairie farm women's work loses equality within the economic structure of the farm, an equality which is justified given women's roles as providers of valuable goods and services."

Historians of ethnic minority women have made particular use of the "responsibility equals authority" argument. For example, Royden Loewen's study of Russian Mennonite migrants to Manitoba and Nebraska showed that on family farms Mennonite women's productive and reproductive roles were intertwined and women's labour was essential to economic and cultural survival. Women thus enjoyed partnership status in the family and community, as reflected in Mennonite settlement patterns - where newcomers were as likely to settle close to the wife's family as to the husband's - and in the retention of the traditional partible inheritance system, which ensured that daughters and sons all inherited land. For Loewen, farm women enjoyed a degree of equality that could only be gained in household production.

Susan Sundberg points out that pioneer women themselves often equated hard work with freedom. Sundberg cites Alice Rendell's 1904 letter: "I would never advise anyone to come out here who is the least afraid of work. They are better off at home. There is plenty of room to breathe in this country and if the work is hard the freedom, which is the indispensable attribute of life here, makes one far less susceptible to physical fatigue.... Here one feels that each week's work is a step onward whilst in the old country often times a year's toil brought nothing but disappointment and additional anxiety." On a similar theme, Susan Jackel's edited collection of pioneer women's diaries acquired its title from the words of one English "gentlewoman" who proclaimed in 1898: "Speaking as a ...female, I like the country...I like the simplicity, the informality of life....I like both the work and the
play here, the time out of doors and the time for coming home, I like the summer and the winter, the monotony and the change. Besides, I like a flannel shirt, and liberty.""

This liberal analysis whereby liberty and equality were reinforced by frontier conditions underpinned one of the first monographs in Canadian women's history, Catherine Cleverdon's 1950 study The Woman Suffrage Movement in Canada. Her chapter on the prairie provinces, subtitled "Democracy's 'Grass Roots,'" stressed that, like the American west, prairie communities north of the 49th parallel "were invariably the first to enfranchise women." According to Cleverdon, "on both sides of the border the feeling generally prevailed that women as well as men had opened up the country, had shared the experiences of settling a new land, and were therefore entitled to a voice in making the laws." For these reasons, farmer organizations in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta all endorsed women's suffrage, serving both as solid support for suffragists and as powerful lobbying groups for women's political enfranchisement.8 Ironically, although Carol Bacchi's revisionist analysis of "first wave" feminism presented a much less positive (and roundly criticized) picture of the early feminist movement, Bacchi did agree with Cleverdon that western women's suffrage successes flowed from agrarian radicalism and the regionally-based economic problems farm women and men shared. Bacchi concluded that the farm-women's leadership believed "tariffs, not men, were the villains..." and thus worked for voting rights that would strengthen the farm, not the female, voice.9 Despite their distinctly different interpretations of farm women's motivations for pursuing suffrage, Cleverdon and Bacchi concurred that shared hardship forged mutual respect and political support between the sexes on the agricultural frontier.

Studies working within the egalitarian interpretive framework stand in sharp contrast to those works by feminist scholars who concluded that the Canadian west was distinguished by the unique gender inequities it proffered. Various authors have delineated the physically demanding labour prairie women performed. And, as the evocative title Georgina Taylor's article "Should I drown myself now or later? The Isolation of Rural Women in Saskatchewan" suggests, women's work was made even harder by the physical isolation homesteading entailed.10 The ideological linking of women and domesticity, already prominent in Victorian and Edwardian culture, was accentuated in a region where the "private" household might be several miles from the next, and where the "public" was comprised of open fields, poplar bluffs, and miles of sky. Manitoba-born author James Gray proclaimed that "if it has been done deliberately to devise a settlement plan to drive the farm women up the walls of their shacks it could hardly have proceeded differently."11

Physical isolation was accentuated by a marked shortage of services, especially medical and obstetrical ones. In an era when the birth rate was dropping in eastern Canada, prairie women continued to have large families. The absence of female kin to provide midwifery or post-partum assistance meant that Euro-Canadian women might secure help from their husbands, or First Nations midwives or, more likely, give birth unattended. Under these circumstances, high rates of infant and maternal mortality persisted in the west, and even the establishment of a medical school in Winnipeg and nursing schools in most prairie centres could not ensure adequate medical or nursing attendance for most families.12 Given these conditions, Mary Kinnear has argued, when asked "Do You Want Your Daughter to Marry a Farmer," many farm women of the 1920s answered "no."13

Problems of isolation and limited access to services could be intensified by language barriers. In contrast to works on ethnic minority women such as Loewen's, Frances Swyripa has argued that for Ukrainian women, the early years of agricultural settlement were particularly hard. For Swyripa, "pioneering conditions preserved and reinforced women's traditional role within the family socioeconomic unit...In some ways, the position of Ukrainian peasant women worsened as pioneering required them to perform heavier work and spend more time in the fields than they had been used to in the old country." At the same time Ukrainian and English-Canadian commentators alike held up these women as social problems who were holding back the "advancement" of the immigrant community. When Ukrainian farm women organized, they had to confront not only the material hardships rural life posed but the negative public perception of their contributions to Ukrainian and Canadian society.14
Nor did the law serve to protect women. Sandra Rollings-Magnusson's recent overview of Saskatchewan's legal codes argues that federal and provincial laws did not just reflect patriarchal attitudes, but in fact fortified "the status quo of male rights and ultimately supported the structure of the family farm." Terry Chapman's research into sexuality and violence in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century revealed that community members and legal structures defined women as subordinate to their husbands and without sexual autonomy. Chapman demonstrates that domestic violence against women was often prompted by, and frequently justified in the name of husbands' dissatisfaction with their wives' work. In its reluctance to "step into the private domain of the institution of marriage," the justice system rarely meted out stern punishment to husbands found guilty of domestic abuse, but legal authorities were more than willing to intervene when the issue involved controlling women's sexual behaviour.

Equally debilitating were the legal restrictions placed on women's economic independence. The Dominion Lands Act of 1872 is one of the oft-cited policies that overtly discriminated against women. Because only male British subjects over the age of 18, and widows or divorced/deserted women responsible for dependent children, were eligible to apply for homesteads of 160 acres, most women were ineligible for free land. The subject of much feminist critique then as now, this inequity was forcefully denounced by English immigrant Georgina Binnie-Clark. Her 1910 publication *Summer on the Canadian Prairies* and her 1914 book *Wheat and Women* detailed Binnie-Clark's experiences as a lady farmer in the 1905-1908 years, when she took over her brother's homestead in the Qu'appelle district of southeastern Saskatchewan. These publications chronicled her successes and failures as she struggled for and eventually made a profit.

Believing that the world was "governed by laws made by men for men," Binnie-Clark insisted that women needed more economic security and options than marriage could offer. Binnie-Clark thus used her books to condemn government land policy and demand the democratization of land laws. In the 1979 reprint of *Wheat and Women*, editor Susan Jackel observed that "from her experiment in prairie wheat farming, Georgina Binnie-Clark came to know only too well the peculiar disabilities that Canadian law and custom placed on the woman who chose agriculture as a means of self-support."

For the region's married women, the absence of dower laws proved particularly disempowering. In 1885 and 1886 prairie policy makers decided to eliminate encumbrances on land (and the ensuing pressure on the courts) by abolishing dower rights usually granted under English common law. Thus ensued a more than twenty-year struggle for western women to regain the same dower protection as their eastern Canadian counterparts. As historians Margaret McCallum and Catherine Cavanaugh have shown, even when dower laws were reestablished they were implemented in ways ensuring that women's "traditional" rights over family property were never fully regained. For these reasons, Cavanaugh concludes that women were "not viewed as full partners with their husbands," and that the campaign for dower rights laid bare the "limitations of the pioneering partnership."

Authors working within the "unique inequity" model argue that the regionally-specific economic, social, and legal barriers faced by western Canadian women inspired their demands for women's rights. As the editorial collective of *A Harvest Yet To Reap: A History of Prairie Women* explained:

Kept apart by distance and overwork, women didn't have much time to visit each other, but they had plenty of time to think about their experiences and about their legal and economic status. As economic conditions became more secure and settlement more dense, they began to get together, at first for company and advice, and later for community improvement and political reform.

If, then, feminism flourished on the frontier, it did so not because of any "frontier equality," quite the opposite. Veronica Strong-Boag has argued that by the interwar decades prairie women acknowledged that they were not "pulling in double harness" but were in fact "hauling a double load." In their efforts to gain public recognition for the value of domestic work and to acquire labour saving domestic technology akin to that which had revolutionized
"men's" farm work, prairie women forged a regionally-specific feminist politics.20

Did regionally-based structures strengthen gender equality or reinforce inequality? The contradictions inherent in these two analytic frameworks has prompted some feminist scholars to emphasize the diversity of women's experiences in the prairie west. For instance, her research into prairie women's diaries and autobiographical accounts led Sundberg to conclude, "some women found their chores monotonous and confining, others felt obvious pride in their accomplishments... the diversity of experiences revealed in women's writings admonishes us to look more closely at our images of pioneer farm women..."21 Likewise, in The Last Best: Women on the Alberta Frontier, 1880-1930, author Eliane Silverman explains that the shape of women's lives in the prairie west "depended often on chance and accident....Their reactions were influenced by the cultures and psychologies that the women had brought with them....a woman's response to the new life might arise from a self-conscious attempt to cope, or conversely, from an almost conscious awareness that she could not and would not adapt."22 Such diversity led feminist filmmaker Barbara Evans to conclude "there can be no monolithic view of women's history. Instead, we must listen to the multiplicity of voices and experiences which make up that history...."23

There is no doubt that luck, personality, and perhaps the serendipity of the documentary record are important elements in explaining women's divergent reactions to agricultural settlement, but recognizing diversity need not preclude analyses of the structures that defined difference. Indeed, while the studies reviewed above all focus on how their experiences within the farm household translated into female political activism, diversity of a different kind emerges if we shift the focus to consider women's activities in the market economy, their experiences with race and racism, and their location within Euro-Canadian colonialism. In doing so, historians can move outside the heterosexual matrix, in which women's status is evaluated only in terms of their male peers, to explore women's relations with other women, family members, neighbours, capital, and the state, which at particular moments in particular circumstances proved equally powerful in determining women's experiences and consciousness.

Jeffrey Taylor's Fashioning Farmers: Ideology, Agricultural Knowledge and the Manitoba Farm Movement, 1890-1925 provides a useful starting place for rethinking how the political economies of region and gender intersected. Taylor argues that as agricultural production was integrated into the capitalist economy, western Canadian farmers found themselves subordinate to eastern policy-makers and financiers, while at the same time farm women's domestic work was subordinated to the market economy. Thus, "the two sides of the social antagonisms in agriculture were materially rooted here, in the subordination of domestic work (women) to agricultural production (men) and in the subordination of both to industry and commerce (businessmen)."24

If we use Taylor's study of the production of ideologies as a starting point and then shift our focus to the actual economic behaviour of men and women in agricultural communities, critical contradictions between household and market appear. Evidence from southwestern Manitoba reveals that in the last decades of the nineteenth century the regional domination of east over west created a unique space in the market economy into which a small number of women could move. Because western Canadian agriculturalists required significant amounts of capital to maintain their operations, farmers often were substantially indebted to banks, mortgage companies, and equipment and seed suppliers. Heavy debt loads made farm households especially vulnerable to foreclosure and seizure of property, produce, or wages. Under these circumstances, female property ownership - facilitated by the Married Women's Property Act - was one strategy through which farm families could protect their assets. For instance, in 1893 Clara Hicks came before the County Court in Boissevain to resist the lien placed against her farm. The farm, originally her husband's, was now in Clara's name and she employed her husband to work for her at the rate of $2 per month, plus board. Although Clara acknowledged that her husband had purchased implements from the Massey-Harris distributor, she insisted that she had never instructed him to do that in her name and thus should not be held liable.

In cases like the Hicks's, female property
ownership may not have constituted independent female market activity, but rather a "family economy" strategy whereby male heads of households could protect assets from creditors. Indeed, courts and plaintiffs were often skeptical whether husbands had relinquished their ownership of farm operations: lawyers and judges often went to great lengths to prove that property transfer had not occurred. Although such skepticism might have been well placed, the fact remained that in the process of convincing the courts that they were the head of household, women such as Clara Hicks inverted, even for a moment, conventional gender division of authority. How that inversion affected gender relations once the couple returned to daily life requires greater investigation, but for some women at least, claiming property ownership in the name of family survival could translate into more-equalitarian household relations.

That possibility seems even more likely when one considers the many women who were adamant that property or chattel was their own, convincing the courts that they were not protecting their husband's property but protecting themselves and their children from their husband's bad financial decisions. Matilda Cook articulated that sentiment in 1893 when she came before the Virden County Court demanding payment for her poplar bluff which was destroyed in a fire set by her neighbour. Asserting her independent ownership of the bluff, Cook explained "I started to make the bargain with [the original owner]. I started the first conversation, my husband did not. I wanted the farm on account of the bluff. My husband had mortgaged his own farm and I said I wanted a farm of my own when he mortgaged his...." Matilda's husband confirmed that he had been too poor to buy the land himself, and that Matilda had borrowed the purchase price from her parents. In another case, Hattie Ward told the County Court in Brandon that Massey Harris Company had no right to seize her crop as payment for her husband's debt. Insisting that she managed her leased property separate from her husband she explained: "I knew he owed Massey-Harris. I knew I had to provide a home for myself and little ones. I knew he couldn't provide a house for us and pay his debts."  

Women's direct participation in the market economy took several forms. For Hattie Ward, leasing a neighbour's farm allowed her to grow enough field crops to subsidize the horses she raised. Catherine Turnbull used the courts to protect the horses she was raising. Hattie McLean spent $25 on a domesticated elk, which she raised until her neighbour accidentally killed it. She sued him for lost property, the neighbour countersued for the damage the elk had done to his garden. Even this fragmentary legal evidence, generated when conflicts over chattel livestock occurred, suggests the potential that raising animals offered those women for whom the regional economy proved precarious.

The women who inserted themselves into the regional economy by directly purchasing land are more visible to historical view. Between 1872 and 1900, at least 283 women possessed title for 418 quarter-sections (160 acres per quarter section) of land in southwestern Manitoba. Some women, such as Sarah Ann Pearce, Clara Kirchhoffer, and Euphemia Smith amassed a section (640 acres) or more of land in their names, but the majority of female property-owners acquired only one or two quarter-sections. While most of this land was purchased from the railroad companies or from the province or the federal governments, 92 of the 283 female land-owners did secure land title "free," through the homesteading process. These were the widows with dependent children that the Dominion Lands Act provided for, but whom historians have all but ignored.

The 92 women who homesteaded in southwestern Manitoba constituted only a fraction of all the aspiring agriculturalists who claimed 160 acres from the government, yet their experiences tell much about family relations and economic possibilities. Two-thirds of the female homesteaders in southwestern Manitoba were age 45-65, whereas only 44 percent of all widows in Manitoba were in that age range. These land owning women were in that phase of their lives when they still had dependent children to support, but when those children required minimal supervision and in fact might have been old enough to perform farm or other labour. Catharine McKinnon's daughters were old enough to be "out at service." Their wages as domestics, ranging from $6 to $10 per month, contributed to their mother's farm. Mary Knott, aged 55, had five children. At age 22 Frank could apply for homestead land himself, but James (15) and Robert (13) were several years away from being
self-supporting, and daughters Alice (19) and Marry Emma (17) were not eligible for government land at all.

If homesteading was a wise strategy for widows with dependent children needing support, it was also a means whereby women could amass some property to pass on to their children. English immigrant Elise Vane could have begun homesteading many years before, but did not take action until the late 1880s. Her timing was most likely a function of her eldest son’s age. Born in the mid-to-late 1860s, he would have been eligible to claim his own homestead land by the mid-1880s. This he did. Together with his mother’s quarter-section the Vanes possessed enough property to support their large family. Good relations with elder sons were often critical if women were to ensure that they were cared for in their old age. In 1905, 64-year-old homesteader Annie Mclver explained to the Commissioner of Dominions Lands why she had been away from her property longer than the law allowed. Pleading "special circumstances," Mclver argued that she was in "poor health" and was thus "compelled to reside with and on my son’s property." For women like Mclver, owning property reduced the dependency on children and in some instances the promise of inherited land may have inspired sons and daughters to support their aging mothers. At the same time, property ownership permitted some women to provide for their children from the grave. Elizabeth Young left almost all her land and chattel to her three daughters (two of whom were single), bequeathing her two sons half of her stock and implements, but no land. That her sons were self-supporting - one was a doctor and both owned property - likely motivated Elizabeth to ensure the financial well-being of her less-solvent daughters.

Women’s active participation in market economies of livestock, timber, and land was structured, and often inspired, by the regional legal and political economy. Denied homestead land as married or single women, once widowed some women weathered the often-tortuous process of "proving up" their own homestead. Others entered the market in land directly, purchasing property - such as livestock - as a safeguard against the high mortgage and debt load many grain farmers assumed. The active participation of married and single women in the market economy of agricultural production suggests that for some women the regional relations of subordination and domination between eastern metropolis and western hinterland provided space for female economic production outside the household. Measuring western women’s place only in terms of their position within the domestic economy obscures the wider range of economic and social avenues for self-determination, or self-support, available to some women.

At the same time, access to land and resources was very much determined by ethnicity, nationality, and racial categories. Clearly, acquiring land and protecting it through the courts required substantial English language skills. Elise Vane - whose application for a homestead produced extensive and elegantly composed correspondence with federal land authorities - was perhaps unusual in her degree of education, but other women brought substantial writing and bookkeeping skills to bear in their claims before the legal system. Those who had to sign official documents with an "X," relied on spoken English when communicating with land agents or neighbours. Since homesteading was reserved for British citizens, most applicants did claim English as their first language. With the exception of the few naturalized citizens, like Vane, the women who applied for homesteads were British "by birth." Women who were neither British nor spoke English found the process of acquiring and protecting property complicated by the necessity to secure naturalized status or the need to conduct legal business through a translator. These processes would have been particularly daunting for women isolated in block settlements or ethnically-homogenous communities. And while "white ethnic" immigrants could acquire English language skills and British citizenship, those who were defined as "non-white," such as settlers of Chinese origin, found barriers of language, culture, and "race" too great to overcome, regardless of gender. Even when linguistic and cultural barriers were minimal, as in the case of Black migrants, race could continue to serve as a powerful category of exclusion, and intersected with gender in specific ways. The African-Americans from Oklahoma who moved north of the 49th parallel in the 1910s were experienced farmers, literate, spoke English, and endorsed British justice. Nonetheless, white westerners and the Canadian government tried to stop their migration. In the face of local and official
If race and ethnicity combined to limit the market activity of non-British or non-white farm women, colonization of native lands and people served to shape both white and Native women's involvement in community and economy. Feminist historians investigating diverse colonial settings have shown the profoundly gendered dimensions of the colonization process across the globe. For Native women in western Canada, the transformation from fur trading to farming that accompanied colonization entailed a radical reformulation of Native women's experiences. In her now-classic work *Many Tender Ties*, Sylvia Van Kirk examined the role of First Nations women in the fur trade society of the Canadian north-west and the negative impact the arrival of white women had on the place of indigenous women. Van Kirk's research and the critical debates it has aroused have played a crucial role in writing Native women into western Canadian history and in bringing cultural difference and conflict into Canadian women's history.

Foremost among these scholars is Sarah Carter. Her 1990 monograph *Lost Harvests: Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers and Government Policy* explored the active role Native women played in efforts to establish Native farm operations. As "partners in the farm enterprise" Indian women drew on "traditional talents" such as foraging for food and fuel, but also learned new skills of gardening, dairying, bread-making, and knitting. Nonetheless, the persistently impoverished conditions in which Indian farm women worked and lived led government officials to conclude that Native women were poor housekeepers and immoral mothers.

These conclusions fueled the construction of First Nations' women as socially and sexually liminal. Carter's 1997 book *Capturing Women: The Manipulation of Cultural Imagery in Canada's Prairie West* argues that "images of Aboriginal women as dissolve, dangerous, and sinister" were promoted by Euro-Canadian settlers and the Canadian state as part of their justification for segregating Native people. Claims that First Nations women lacked sexual morals helped Canadian authorities deflect accusations that government officials were abusing Native women, invalidate Native-white marriages, and institute policies constraining the geographic mobility of Aboriginal women. Out of these actions emerged the "well-established category of the 'squaw' that ...served to confirm the Euro-Canadian newcomers in their belief that their cultural and moral superiority entitled them to the land that had become their home."

As social categories were constructed to marginalize Native women, other ideological representations were being created to explain the position of white women on the agricultural frontier. Carter's analysis of the "captivity narratives" of the two women held captive by Big Bear in 1885 - Theresa Delaney and Theresa Gowanlock - demonstrates that governmental and media sources purposefully altered the women's accounts of 1885, reconstructing Delaney and Gowanlock as helpless victims of rapacious Métis and Indian captors. In so doing, the newly "manipulated" narratives reinforced popular beliefs - and subsequent historical analyses - that white women's role within western Canadian settlement was that of "passive civilizer," a "frail flower" to be protected from violation by male (and state) violence if necessary.

Several historians have used the concept "passive civilizer" or "gentle tamer" to explain Euro-Canadian women's participation in western agricultural settlement. In her prize-winning article, "'No Place for a Woman': Engendering Western Canadian Settlement", Catherine Cavanaugh explores the construction of western settlement as a "masculinist" enterprise: "Cast as civilizers, Anglo-Canadian women in particular were assigned the privileges that were assumed to accrue to their race, but race privilege rested on sex difference and was hedged around by dominant notions of ideal femininity." As civilizers, white women were made responsible for cultural preservation and transmission. This role could, as American historian Peggy Pascoe has argued, provide women with
tremendous social power, what Pascoe terms female moral authority. Indeed, white women may have emphasized their involvement in the domestic (rather than market) economy precisely because of the social and political power such claims to traditional female economies offered. Thus, in her research on Alberta farm women, Sheila McManus found that however much "outside" or "men's" work women performed, when they represented their daily lives in public forums such as the "Women's Pages" of newspapers the "social imperative to maintain the appearance of the publicly appropriate division of labour" inspired women to celebrate "feminine" domestic duties and to downplay their excursions in the masculine work terrain. Likewise, when prairie women produced autobiographical accounts of their homesteading experiences, they often included tales of Aboriginal men and women "visiting" the farm home when white men were away. Such stories exoticized the homesteading narratives and authenticated women's status as "pioneer." Female settlers' contact with Native people served as legitimizing elements of the pioneer narrative. Because these racialized encounters occurred within domestic space, they did not undermine farm women's claims to sexual and social respectability. In these narratives women were depicted as playing key roles in the civilizing of the west, but they were represented as doing so from within the domestic realm from whence female moral authority was derived.

While more research is required before the shape of female moral authority in the Canadian prairie can be determined, focusing on the "passive" roles of women as civilizers need not exclude investigation of the more active roles as colonizers women assumed. After all, women who bought property or homesteaded did so on contested land. While many women would have acquired land after it had been alienated from First Nations people, the process of defining Native and non-Native land continued throughout the settlement era. For instance, in 1889 Margaret Browne endeavored to acquire clear title on homestead in southwestern Manitoba. The land Browne claimed had been "reserved" for fuel for the neighbouring Sioux community on the Oak Lake reserve. After the Indian Agent "made repeated but fruitless efforts to get these Indians to avail themselves of the timber on the reservation," the Indian Commissioner and the Commissioner of Dominion Lands defaulted the Sioux claim on the land and granted the homestead to Browne. Mary Browne thus benefited from and participated in the assertion of Euro-Canadian beliefs about economic development, beliefs that stood in sharp contrast to First Nations' ones.

Of course, the history of colonization in the Canadian west is not only about Euro-Canadian representations or actions. Western Canadian history from the point of view of First Nation people themselves offers a radically different version of the story of agricultural settlement and Euro-Canadian colonization of the west. Historians of Native women are now beginning to make their voices heard and their histories widely known. For example, Winona Stevenson's "Colonialism and First Nations Women in Canada" provides an overview of governmental and religious strategies of colonization, and women's particular location therein. She stresses that "while colonialisat transformation programs wreaked terrible damage on First Nations communities, they were not entirely successful. Traditional knowledge and skills were hidden by those Aboriginal men and women who resisted total cultural transformation."

Investigating the relations of power - power between white women and First Nations people, among women of different racial and ethnic groups, within the family, and for women participating in the market economy - together constitutes a substantial shift in the feminist scholarship on prairie women. Where once the focus was whether the west "was good for women," questions are now reframed as which west, which women? Where once they referred to the region as the last "frontier," now historians question whether we should be talking about a "frontier" at all. After all, the west may have been a new frontier for Euro-Canadians, but was the traditional homeland for Indian and Métis inhabitants. Understanding the experiences of First Nation, African-Canadian, and Euro-Canadian women in terms of gender, race, and class, will facilitate a rethinking of power relations within the prairie region. Thus, reconceptualizing western Canadian women's history not only contributes to the historical scholarship on women in the various regions of Canada, but also provides some new directions for western Canadian history more broadly. In asserting that gender and race were social categories fundamental to European
imperialism and westward expansion, and in probing how the family served as source of oppression and a resource for survival, feminist theorists have altered how western Canadian historians can understand the transition from fur trade society to agricultural settlement. As regional historians pursue research on communities and districts of the rural west, we must not only be alert to what women did, felt and thought, but also to the particular constructions of masculinity, femininity, whiteness, and "Indianness" within the family and within the larger economy which shaped daily life and cultural contact.
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